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Volume C VI

Campus
Briefs

Horobik and
Merriman win
awards at

student concerns -

Amy Dana, Vice President for
Academic Affairs of the Student
Government Association, said in a
recent interview that the Educational Affairs Committee was
"interested in becoming a sounding
board for student concerns."
The Educational Affairs Committee (EAC) is composed of stu- --

committees around campus, and is
chaired by Dana. Dana went on to
say that her primary goal was to
work to solve "student problems
with academic situations."
EAC hopes that students will address their academic concerns to
the committee during the course of
next semester.
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should never have agreed.'

not to remove Kellogg's products

upcua itself iu

Feature:

nouncement in Lowry pit Accordr,
ing to CSAA member Lane
"We proclaimed a victory
because we had won by almost
four to one. The problem is that

MARK HENDRICKSON
Staff Writer
t
Tuesday, December 5, CSAA

Juniors Randal Horobik and
Scott Merriman won awards in
Marietta College's 40th Annual
Ruth A. Wilcox Forensics Invitational Tournament
Horobik placed fourth and Merriman placed fifth in the impromptu
speaking category. Wooster was
one of the 18 colleges and universities from five states that competed in this year's tournament

The Big Music

Kellogg's to remain
in Lowry Center
(Concerned Students Against
we agreed to this weighted election
Apartheid) held a campus-wid- e
referendum to determine whether or system. That was our fault. We

tournament

Art exhibits
reviewed
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from food service due to Kellogg's

involvement with South Africa.
The final vote count was 819
votes to remove and 222 votes to
keep Kellogg's.
Kellogg's products will not,
however, be removed because of an
agreement made between CSAA
representatives and Howard Raber,
director of food service. Rabcr stated in an interview that the agreement was that a majority of the
students on food service contract
jnnst vote yes. A simple majority
of these who voted was not adequate.

Howard Raber stated that the
procedure of requiring a .majority
of those on food service contracts
has precedent Several years ago,
students voted to remove Nestlc's
products from food service. At that
time, Raber stated that the decision
was that the students needed ama-jorit- y
of students on Food Service
contracts to vote. Rabcr made an
analogy to a basketball game. He
said that if a basket is set for two
points, and your team loses, you
. da not turn around and demand that
the baskets count for three points.
According to Lane Tocnsmcicr.

i

.

Nevertheless, Tuesday night at 9
p.m. the leaders of CSAA proclaimed moral victory in an an

A
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see Kellogg's: page 7
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Salisbury speaks on
at
Eastern Europe in
Great Decisions series Taylor and band play
for SAB dance
Koko Taylor is performing tonight

author
Pulitizer
Harrison Salisbury will discuss recent develpoments in the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe when he
speaks at Scheide Music Center
Jan. 10 at 730 p.m. The program
is the first of eight weekly programs in the Great Decisions series which is sponsored by the College and community.
Each year the series concentrates
on the most important current foreign policy issues. Subjects for
January and February involve issues about Cambodia, Africa, Nicaragua and US foreign policy.
Salisbury began his career as a
newspaper reporter and was longtime Moscow correspondent for
the New York Times. His New
York Times coverage of the Vietnam War earned a Pulitizer Prize.
He has authored nearly 30 books
and his book. Long March Fairy,
A China Epic, was a best seller.
His most recent books were
Diaryr 13 Days in June .
prize-winni-

ng

Tia-nenm-

an

the" Holiday Dance.

1

I

AMY HOLLANDER

Assistant Editor
Koko Taylor and Her Blues Machine will be featured at tonight's
SAB Holiday Dance in the Lowry
Center Ballroom from 10 p.m. to
vocalist
1 a.m. Grammy-winnin- g
Taylor gives "All-ou- t,
performances, full of raw,
gritty power and plenty of energy,"
according to Downbeat magazine.
Taylor has been called the Queen
of Blues, the world's number one
female blues singer and the boss of
rompin', stompin', good-tim- e
music. In her thirty year
career, she has taken her blues
from tiny Chicago clubs to giant
festivals and network radio and
damn-the-torped-

Harrison Salisbury
and The Great Black Dragon Fire,
report of a recent
the only
forest fire in China.
During the past three years, he
has autographed his: books at
Ohio's Buckeye Book Fair held at
on-sig-

see

ht

Salisbury: pageJw

Grammy for Best Blues Recording
and the 1985 CMJ New Music
Award for Blues Album of the
Year. Her newest album. Live
Audience with
from Chicago-A- n

the Queen,

et

tel-evis- on

performances.

She has won an unprecedented
nine W.C. Handy Awards, six
Grammy nominations, the 1984.,

Grammy-nominate-

for Best Blues
ing

d

Record-

of 1987.

In 1972, Taylor formed the

os

gut-buck-

was

Blues Machine and signed with the
country's leading blues label. Alligator Records, a few year later.

Taylor earned her first Grammy
nomination in 197S with I Got
What It Takes and she went on to
earn nominations for a total of five
of her six albums. -Taylor was born in Memphis
but moved to Chicago at age 18
with her husband. In the city
called the home of the blues, she
.

see Taylor: page 7
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Commentary:

Senior gives personal perspectives on the ups and downs of student teaching
SHIREEN BEHZADI
Feature Editor

It's 6 a.m. Monday morning and
my alarm just went off. I sit up
and decide maybe I'll just blow off
classes and say I was sick, but I
know I can't do that because there's
a slight problem: I am the teacher. That's the way it was for the
first ten weeks of this semester.
Yes, I went through student teaching at Wooster High School. I
dealt with all ages, freshman (they
are called that in the high school,
you get looked at funny when you
or address your
say "first-yearclass as "men and women")
through senior English students.
Now please don't take anything
s"

1

that I may say in the wrong way,
but my student leaching experience
has been the hardest class I have
ever taken at the College of
Wooster, and the funny thing was
I was never on campus for this
class.
I have been in the education department for three years now and I
was looking forward to this phase
of achieving my teaching certificate for the entire summer. I
thought I was prepared and would
just knock 'cm dead at old WHS.
Well, I was in for quite a shock. I
wasn't prepared for everything that
student teaching entailed.
Every morning I got up no later
than 6 a.m. (sometimes at 4 am.
to finish grading papers or to fin- -

Yk.

ish making out my weekly lesson

plans), went to school and took attendance, kept track of all my students (some of whom were in
suspension or juvenile
court), dealt with kids who refused
to pay attention or stay awake, attempted to keep up with the
mounds of paper work, went to
pep rallies and faculty meetings,
graded papers, and, lastly, I tried to
teach my kids something about
English.
Student teaching is exactly what
its title indicates plus a million
other things. What I wasn't prepared for was everything I was expected to do which had absolutely
nothing to do with teaching English. I was expecting to teach
in-sch- ool

.

WrMT VE GET FOR

U

English for the first part of this semester, but what I experienced was

being tiredno, exhaustedboth
physically and mentally, for ten
solid weeks. No one ever told me
about all the hassles that went
along with teaching. I had a
job for ten
weeks. No, I didn't have any
classes, and no, I don't have any finals this semester, but all I get is
a pass or fail grade for all the
blood, sweat, and tears that I exfull-tim- e,

non-payi-

ng

perienced for ten long weeks.
Now, please don't get me wrong,

I loved my kids (overall), and
learned a lot, as well as, hopefully,
taught some of those kids something while I was there. But teaching was the most beneficial and
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Letters to the editor
Student suggests
irony in Kellogg's

situation

VA

most difficult adventure I have ever
attempted in my entire life. I do
not discourage anyone from going
into the teaching field, but I do
think you should think hard about
it before you jump in with both
feet, because you will get soaking
wet and you really can't back out
once you start.
For ten weeks, I had no real college life. I was rarely in my dorm
and my friends left me nasty messages on my board asking where
the heck I was all the time. I finally had to splurge and buy an answering machine. This way I
could at least hear my friends'
voices asking me, in some not-s-

Dear Editors,
Tuesday, December 5, the college community voted to remove
Kellogg's products from Lowry
Center and Kittredge dining halls
because Kellogg's owns commodities in South Africa. This cause
in South Africa is worthy of our
consideration and is a meaningful
cause, to say the least
Unfortunately this has not prevented hypocrisy from creeping
into this situation. The individuals who have tried to initiate this
change forgot to inform us of one
important factor: Timkcn also
owns very large quantities in
South Africa. Does this mean,
then, we will be putting the
wrecking ball to Timken Gymnasium or getting rid of all our computers donated by Timkcn? Probably not. What it does mean,

though, is that by supporting this
movement we will have taken a
meaningful, unifying cause and.
by our actions, turned it into a
reference foVthe h'yriocnsy which
exists in this world; the same kind
of hypocrisy which in South Africa allows one man, whose skin
happens to be white, rights that
another man, who happens to be
black, does not enjoy.
Sincerely,
Stephen Page

Student encourages
Kellogg's boycott
To the Editor
I am writing to share the results
of our past referendum on Kellogg's. The results were overwhelming! We had one of the
largest voter turnouts in The College of Wooster's history. Over
see

Letters:

page 4

The Wooster Voice is published weekly during the academic year except during examination periods by the students of the College of Wooster.

-

We welcome all typed, double-space- d
letters to the editor which do not
exceed 300 words. Letters must be received by 5 p.m. on the Tuesday
before publication. The editorial siaff reserves the righ to edit andor
hold all submissions.
Editorials and opinion columns are the responsibility of the writers and
do not necessarily reflect the opinion of other members of the staff.
A one year subscription to The Wooster Voice costs $25, and a one
semester subscription costs $15. These prices include the cost of mailing. Subscription orders and other commentary may be addressed to
Attn: Editor, The Wooster Voice, P.O. Box 3187, The College of
Wooster, Wooster, OH 4469 1, (216)
ext. 2757.
263-200- 0,
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Spirituality and struggle

Kristallnacht brings
student apathy to light
HANS JOHNSON

Staff Writer

If students at the College of
Wooster were asked, "What was
Kristallnacht?" most would not be
able to identify the event. Perhaps
with the mention of names like
DaAuschwitz, Bergen-Belsechau, Trcblinka, or Sobibor, a few
students would connect Kristallnacht with Hitler or Nazism or
genocide or violent
n,

anti-Semitis- m.

Yet, like other sufferings
throughout history, Kristallnacht
and the Holocaust which followed
are too often forgotten pr too faint-

"non-whit-

ly remembered.
.

On November 9, 1989, several
.students joined by faculty and interested area citizens gathered in
Lowry Room 119 to commemorate Kristallnacht and the subsequent murderous oppression which
spread from central Europe after
1938. As was made clear during
the informal but solemn ceremony, those labeled as Jews were not
the only sufferers in the Holocaust, where seven million are estimated to have been killed. Persons whom the Nazi government
Afrilisted as having
can or Asian ancestry along with
suspected homosexuals were also
persecuted and murdered in the
streets, in their homes and businesses, in trains, or most frequently, in the Nazi death camps.
Unhonored, unrecognized suffering is common to many people,
the commemoration of Kristallnacht showed. Forgetfulness and
subscribing to histories which
omit mention of oppressions like
horror is opthe
pression in itself. Therefore, the
"KrlSlallriacTircereTnoriy allowed for
discussion of the diverse oppressions revolving around the terror
aroused with Kristallnacht

Kristallnacht occurred on the
night of November 9, 1938, when
soldiers and civilians alike, encouraged by Germany's Nazi leadership, escalated the torture of persons labeled by the government as
Jews. Shops, markets, eateries,
banks, homes, and any other establishments supposedly owned or patronized by Jews were vandalized
or destroyed inrmany German
A most frequent lamage-wa- s
the smashing of storefront windows; thus the horrible occasion
achieved its name: Kristallnacht,
or "night of the broken glass."
cit-"ie- sT

Nazi-sponsor-

see

e"

ed
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For much of white male society, believe that for many, it serves as injustice or other such obstacles,
situations or crises rarely come up a false sense of spirituality or as a these problems don't appear to be
substantial enough to warrant a
which induce serious pondering of way of relieving guilt or feeling
males
rarely,
Many
white
commitment to improving society
"good".
always
life. American society has
spirituin regards to racism, sexism, class-isthemselves
ever,
develop
and still is structured in such a if
etc.
ally because they rarely feel a
way that many white males don't
beis
It my opinion, therefore, that
have to really struggle to survive strong need to do so. This, I
throughout life. For many white lieve, leads to what I consider to the white male society, in general,
of the ego needs to become more concerned
males, the struggle is more of one be the
- about racism and sexism
to achieve a higher level
"
than I sense we are right
of comfort. Because of
now. These problems need
this lifestyle and sense
to be recognized and dealt
of security, we (white
MIKE SAUER,
with (individually, locally.
males) rarely find ourOF
REPRESENTATIVE
and globally) and everyone
in
in
situations
selves
DREAM HOUSE
MEN
OF
THE
needs to participate in
us
to
life which threaten
whatever way they can.
the point where spiritual
is our. (white person's)
Racism
sense
seriof
strong
and a
growth or strength becomes a
Sexism is bur (male's)
problem.
ous consideration or alternative for
would be purely
It
problem.
far
thus
observed
I've
what
From
coping. What I mean is that white
egotistical for us
and
inequalities
studies,
in my recent
males, more so than any other
males)'
to 1) continue to
(white
group
one
of
result
of
group in our society, have the are often the
deny
.existence
of these prob- clse!s
the
...
most opportunities available for dcodIc profiting at someone
expect
is expense. We
achieving "success".-"-Succesgroup
of
i&torally
pcoi rsonwlSc
pebpte to deal
oriented society, so
in quotes because it is often
wimtiwoy.
used to describe material pic strive iu tuiiMuiwy mutiub
wealth and comfort. Because of their earnings. Since white males
Michael J. Saucr
this, we rarely, if ever, come to a in America are economically adpoint where spiritualityis deemed vantaged by virtue of being white p.s. It was a conscious decision to
and male, and many develop this focus this article specifically on ranecessary.
they are rarely cism and sexism simply because at"
, I also think that many people
-.
.sincerely concerned about the prob--. this, point I fed my knowledge of
(Stfbftcnnalcs includcd):confusc gottms of inequality thatexist which other problems,- "isms" and phobi'ftgTJfichurch with inrief piritdafi
oppress whole groups and races of as is not sufficient enough to form
y. This is not to say that churcha grounded opinion, not because I
es arc places which should be people.
them to be unimportant.
deem
males
many
white
so
Because
avoided when seeking to enhance
or
discrimination
experience
one's spiritual growth, but rather I never
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What are you planning to do over Winter
Break? (Photos and quotes taken by Mike
Pepper, Photo Editor)
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I'm going to Chicago, visit I plan on going home, saysome friends, relax a lot, ing hello to my parents,
and eat good food.
STEVE SATOW, JUNIOR

i

'V- -

mm

.

self-ccnter- cd

r--

V

ss.

play with the dog and then

passing out for approximately 72 hours.
MEGHAN HOWES,
SOPHOMORE

Staying here in Wooster and
making pizzas.
CHRIS ALGHINI, JUNIOR

Watch
DAN KOTCHEN,
KARL SEE,
pro-wrestlin-

g,

PAUL KEANY,
MARC MCGRAW

Go home and visit my family and then go to Pittsburgh
and visit some old friends.

MATT MCDERMOTT,
JUNIOR
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Letters from page 2
60 of the campus voted. We had
222 no votes and 819 votes to remove Kellogg's from campus.
This was certainly more than we
could have ever expected. The yes
votes outnumbered the no votes by
almost 4 to 1. I congratulate the
students at the College for showing such interest in such an important issue as apartheid.
Because we were 5 1 votes shy of
a majority of students on Food
Service, we have not, unfortunately, been able to get food service to
recognize our victory. Although
we appreciate the support of the
campus, especially the 819 individual people who voted yes, now
is the time that we need you more
than ever. The members of Concerned Students Against Apartheid
are calling on the people who voted to follow up on their votes with
an individual boycott of all Kellogg's products. Now that you
have voted with your hands, we
ask you to vote with your hearts,
your consciences and your stomachs. This is the time when you
can really make a difference in the
fight against the injustices of
apartheid. This boycott starts today.
On this Friday, Food Service
will be serving Rice Krispy treats.
Although these arc a very popular
food item (and nobody loves them
more than me) we ask you to
please refrain from Rice Krispy
treats and all other Kellogg's
items. Although this may seem
like a big sacrifice, in light of the
horrible atrocities committed by
the South African government, it
is not really so bad. I can assure
you that the Blacks in South Africa do not get to cat Rice Krispics
cither.
We have been told (and it makes
economic sense) by Howard Rabcr,

Director of Food Service, that if
consumption of Kellogg's product
significantly drops. Food Service
will not buy any more Kellogg's
products. We call on you one last
time, both as students, and as human beings, to please boycott Kellogg's and help end apartheid.
Once again, we thank you for
your support.
Sincerely,
Lane Tocnsmcicr

Russell speaks out
against EPC decision
Dear Editor,
I feci compelled to write this letter and I do so wearing all of my
hats: as a musician, mother of a

string player, wife of a member of

on behalf of the music department
where emphasis in the study of
music should be placed, and done
so without expertise or even informed opinion. I cannot imagine
this committee presuming to tell
the English department, for example, that an expert in British literature is of more value to their department than a contemporary
American poet if their department
feels otherwise. Such decisions
must be entrusted to the tenured
members of a given department
who, acting in good faith, seek the
best for their students and have the
ability to determine, as a group,
what the best is.
I have one more hat to wear and
it is my Admissions hat. My colleagues and I have worked hard to
attract musicians to Wooster, just
as we do chemists, good writers
and lacrosse players. We have
been able to offer to the string
players the promise of a strong orchestra and string ensemble as well
as a variety of opportunities to
perform which are not possible
without the services of a
teacher of strings. Talented students will not enroll here if we
cannot offer these things. Last fall
40 students who had auditioned for
music scholarships entered Wooster. Of these, 10 are string players
and two of them won scholarships.
Many others enrolled as a result
of visits and exposure to Woostcr's
program, implicit in which is the
promise lhat it will continue.
What do wc tell the current students (and their parents) who came
to Wooster because of our strong
siring program? What do we tell
those who arc planning now to audition for a music scholarship and
to enter next fall? The Admissions staff is left to answer these
questions, not the EPC.
I call upon the EPC to reevaluate its decision as soon as possible.

the music department faculty, and
Associate Director of Admissions
at this college. I am deeply troubled by a recent action of the Educational Policy Committee regarding the future of the music department.
The EPC has refused a request of
e
the department to renew the
faculty position in stringed
instruments which has been in
place for four years. Further, they
have refused to allow the department to shift faculty responsibilities within the department in order
e
string poto preserve the
sition, an extremely arrogant move
to make.
for 7
Speaking as a musician and one
from a family of musicians, I
know that a fine string program
takes a long time to build.
Strings are the backbone of an orchestra and of a music program.
They need special treatment, perhaps because they form the one
family of instruments which is not
nurtured by the marching band and
therefore not usually by school
music programs around this country. There are fewer string players
than flautists and pianists. As a
keyboard player I have long since
given in on the traditional "I have
to play more notes," "But I have
to tune more!" friendly argument
full-lim-

full-tim-

non-musicia- ns

full-tim- e'

between pianists and string
players. Strings take a special
kind of care and feeding. I conceded that point ages ago.
For the past four years Wooster
has been rebuilding a string program. Not since the days of Daniel Parmalcc and Michael Davis
have wc enjoyed such a thriving
program as the one wc have now.
e
Once again there is a fine,
teacher of violin in the department and the results arc obvious. One thing about the performing arts is that the results arc, indeed, obvious. We can hear and remusical
spond to fine,
sec
an increasplaying and we can
ing number of participants on the
stage; both majors and

ethno-violenc-

prank"Yeah, Good

Joke"-a- nd

not

spurred by racist motives; hence
their surprise at the reprehensible
history lurking behind them.
I sought not to impugn anyone's
motives, but rather to indicate that
the creation of such a charged symbol is both irresponsible and dangerous, regardless of what might
have been intended.
Eric R. Pfeffinger

Behzadi defends
Voice with
behind-the-scen-

es

student newspaper.

knowledge

Sincerely,

in-tu- nc

non-majo-

the criticisms being dumped upon
William Van Cleave and his staff
week after week this semester via
this editorial section of The Voice.
The same points are criticized
week after week and there seems to

rs.

cartoon

Editor-in-Chie- f?

.

Shircen Behzadi, Feature Editor
The Wooster Voice

Dear Editor,
I would like to start off by say- ing that lam sick and tired'of air

be no end in the near future. Van
Cleave and his staff have apologized on more than one occasion
for mistakes that have been made,
but no one seems to acknowledge
this point. Thankfully the semester is almost over. Do not think
that I am thankful because the letters will stop for a little while, but
because maybe some logical and
intelligent people will begin writing in instead of all the bullhcadcd
Sincerely,
people who are out to personally
Susan Haydcn Russell
attack someone with whom they
do not agree.
Why doesn't anyone ever comBut one has to be present to see Pfeffinger defends
ment on the fact that the Voice has
and hear. I have searched for but
improved considerably since Van
have not seen any of the five faculCleave has taken over as
ty and two student members of the
To the Editor,
Or are some of you too
EPC in attendance at any of the
Last week, Michael Snavely hateful and immature
to admit that
several .recent performances of
wrote a letter to the Voice criticiz- Van
trying
Cleave
is
do his best
to
Woostcr's siring players or of their
ing my cartoon of the previous with what
given to
he
has
been
teacher. If, as it seems, these peoweek, which , depicted three work with over the
few
years?
past
ple made a decision which implies
pranksters with a torch and paper
you have no idea what
Most
of
the evaluation of a program and
Klan masks being shadowed by a
avoided exposure to the results of
kind of time is put into publishing
figure labeled "100 Years of
actheir
program,
then
a weekly paper. Maybe some of
that same
He charged the caryou who are so quick to criticize
tion is unconscionable and inextoon with irresponsibly attributing
should get off of your high horses
cusable, especially as they are
racist intent to the perpetrators of
spend a week in the Voice ofand
members of an enlightened acag
incident
the recent
demic community.
with Van Cleave and his staff.
fice
afraid Mr. Snavely has missed
Herein lies the arrogance of the I'm
Or maybe you should request to
my point.
EPC's decision. They have decided
take over the paper for a week and
full-tim-

put together all of the article assignments, keep on top of all of
the writers on staff, deal with your
fellow senior editors, and be here
until 2 or 4 in the morning to
make sure that the paper is ready
to go to press by Thursday morning. Have you ever thought of all
of these aspects of putting out this
publication? I didn't think so.
People on this campus arc so ready
to jump down other people's
throats when they mess up, but
they are rarely ready to jump in
themselves and try to make things
better by getting directly involved.
Van Cleave and his staff are by
no means perfect, but then no one
on this campus is, be he or she a
president, dean, professor, faculty
member, employee, or student. If
there arc those out there who think
they could improve the Voice,
please offer your impeccable services next semester. There is always room for new blood. Just be
prepared to be cut down by others
who have no concept of how hard
it is to be in charge of something
as controversial and complex as a

When a cross is burned into the
ground, the intent of the perpetrator is irrelevant; when someone
thoughtlessly and irresponsibly
creates a symbol loaded with a
e,
long tradition of hatred and
the
of
out
drops
intent
picture. The cross may have
meant nothing to the people who
burned it, but given the role of
this symbol in our country's history it will be interpreted in only
one way. The characters in the
drawing were playing a foolish

.

Corrections

The Campus Brief entitled

"Ringer receives Spanish
award" should have read
"Uber receives Spanish
award."
The article entitled "1990
forum theme currently in development" incorrectly
labeled Tom
Clareson as chair of the
first-ye-

ar

acCulture
tually Paul Christianson is
the chair of that committee.
Sub-Committ-

ee;

Due to a Journalism Class
editorial error, the article
entitled "Yeah, but do they
pay expenses" was incorrectly attributed to Rich
Brown. The editorial staff

of Something

their

More extend

apologies

to

Mr.

Brown.

-

Eth-no-Violenc-

cross-burnin-

--

e".

MONEY FOUND
Professor Dan Calhoun
discovered a large
sum ' of money.
If you have lost sum of
money, please contact
Professor Calhoun at
ext. 2395, Kauke 119.
.

--
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Kristallnacht: Don't let history repeat
continued from page 3

oppression

of Jews, Asian- - and

feelings of
d
those
recognition so that those histories
might never be blatantly ignored
seldom-expresse-

African-

and gays even exists or represents a problem in this

-Americans,

But the Kristallnacht commemoration was not limited to conscientious hindsight, for oppressions
experienced in the Nazi reign of
terror are not dead. In the world,
in our nation, on our campus,
racism, and homodenied opportunito
lead
phobia
ties, emotional ravages, bigotry,
bruises, and brutal murders.
The media have noted quite emphatically of late that "history" is
being made in Europe. Special focus has fallen on Germany for its
unprecedented reforms. But let not
the history of Kristallnacht and the
Holocaust evaporate in our memories. Let not political leaders perpetuate negation of that history, as
Louisiana Representative David
Duke has done, denying that the
Holocaust occurred, denying that
anti-Semitis- m,

Teaching: "I'm starting to sweat
more blood and tears"
continued from page

2

and erased?
country.
nice terms sometimes, where the
Kristallthe
9,
at
made
November
On
been
also
Much note has
heck I was all the time.
people
commemoration,
and
groups
nacht
recently that oppressed
Okay, okay, I know, some of
only
of
strugsufferings
not
their
honored
those concerned about
you are asking, "Shireen, you keep
in
who,
d
"the
those
of
Jews, but also
gles, collectively
saying ten weeks. Well, what are
have
gained
Holocaust,
times like the
institutionalized Left," have
you doing now that student teachand
wounds
periodknown oppression that
too much exposure in such
ing is over?" Now, don't hate me
kills. Let none of us forget Krisicals as the Voice. It is interestbecause of this response, but I am
ing, then, that those who would tallnacht Let us break down opworking on I.S. Yes, just I.S. I
hurl these accusations cannot often pressions, that we might not peram not taking any classes until
such petuate them. Let us, as at the next semester.
be found at vital
commemoration, go forth with
as the Kristallnacht commemoraBut, even though I thought I
tion, which was publicized widely hope and keen vision to fight our would be relieved, I am starting to
own struggles and to aid those of sweat some more blood and tears.
with an open invitation.
gather
wonder,
to
I
Leftist,
others, at least to try to understand I was unable to work on mjr I.S.
it
Is
them. Let us level the structures for ten weeks. That really puts a
sincerely to honor past suffering?
in
oppression
make those struggles necesstare
that
to
Is it Leftist
senior behind when you come to
that
voices
our
it
raising
because
while
it
sary
talk
about
the face and
think of it, but I deal with it day
are
struggles
Is
those
familiar?
is
the histories of
is shared, because it
by day and try not to think of how
fornever neglected.
it Leftist to clajm frequently
little time I have left. Luckily, I
have a very understanding advisor
gotten histories and to publicize
code-name-

,

get-togeth- ers

As you may recall, last spring student leaders requested

that the College recognize the contributions of King
and the surrounding Civil Rights Movement in a more
significant manner. Input was solicited from all parts

campus, community, via .all .campus memos, and a
of open meetings of the Committee "on the- QuaM
small committee of stuBlack Student Life.
was
at the end of the
formed
faculty and staff
Spring semester to review all submitted suggestions
and to determine the framework for the celebration.
The following events constituted the College of

of the
series
ity of
dents,

--

Wooster's 1990 celebration.

Ptcurtin Luther

Thanks to everyone who
donated food, toiletries,
and money to People to
People this past weekend.
We received 350 items and
$140 in cash! Thank you
for helping to brighten the
holidays of the less
fortunate in Wayne County.

to work with (I hope you read this
Dr. McCall, thank you for your
patience!).
If I had things to do over, I

would still go through student
teaching, without a doubt, but I
would have waited until after I
graduated from school and could
really devote my full time to
teaching without worrying about
being a senior college student.
One of the most valuable things
that I learned from my teaching experience was to give greater respect
to the job that my high school
teachers from years past and my
present college professors do every
day of their lives. You generally
have a thankless job and I would
just like to take the time, as a student and as a fellow teacher, to say
thank you for doing what you are
doing. You are appreciated!

M.L.K. Jazz Fest
Featuring: Jimmy McGriff
in Conjunction with COW Jazz Ensemble

NE9IM
. OUSTED

M.L.K. Ball

Featuring: Forecast

VOMKSTMN
CALL' YOUR HOWTOUN VICTOR OfFICE
FOR UCXiaU. TCHTORMT JOBS
VICTOR INTERIM SERVICES

Sunday, January 14

The Messiah
Wooster Choral Union
(Guest: Elizabeth Turner)

DOVE

from

Inc.
Flair Travel Consultants
McDonalds)
(near

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
CALL (216)

For all your travel needs

NTS.

SMAJXX

Happy Holidays
346 E. Bowman Street

264-650-

DIAPER
SERVICE

5

Registered Ohio Travel Agent TA0305

Call:
1-800-648-DOVE

Ecumencial Service
Dr. Wyatt T. Walker
7:30 p.m.

Monday, January 15
M.L.K. Lecture
Julius Lester, Ph.D.
7:30 p.m.

Sandwich
Print
"
'"
ww Aihmarina
from HucftfcftSf MStown or Downtown store.
q
rrAcsr
Ubi fc kJ

MUUown phone:

'"--

IXmntawn pnone:

345-59-08

"PLEASE ORDER

2-DV-

GS

t

Ho'.

3Cing CcCeb ration
Saturday, January 13

DOUGH

CHRISTMAS

EARN

N

ADMANCE

SO WE

CAN MAKE THE BUN

io-u-

u
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Voice makes staff changes:
Behzadi replaces Hollander

In the mews
-

'

YALMAN ONARAN
Scries Writer

Summit talks between Bush
and Gorbachev over: President

JULIE WOOSLEY
News Editor

Bush and President Gorbachev met
on the Mediterranean Sea last weekend for the first summit talks. The two leaders announced after the
meeting that they agreed to end the cold war between the Eastern and
Western blocks, to conclude treaties on nuclear and conventional arms
in 1991 and to meet in the U.S. in June once more.
Top savings regulator resigns: Danny Wall, the Federal officer
who has become a symbol of the nation's failure to regulate the savings and loan industry, resigned Monday asserting that he had become
the "scapegoat" for all the problems.
Clamor in Eastern Europe continues: Calls for democracy
continue to shake Eastern Europe with changes. Since last week, all
leaders of the East German Communist Party resigned, faced with popular pressure resulting from their close identification with the fallen
Honecker government In Czccholovakia, the government announced
that it would remove all restrictions on travel to the West soon.
Administration proposes large cut in Medicare: The White
House budget office has proposed saving $8 billion in Medicare spending in 1991. The proposal has to be approved by both the Senate, the
House and the President. There were sharp criticisms of the proposal
in Congress during the discussions of the proposal last week.
Fifth coup attempt in Phillippines: Mutinuos soldiers in the
Philippine army attempted to oust the Aquino government by force
for the fifth time since she assumed power in 1986. Although the
fighting still continues, the loyalist forces have the rebellion under
control and Aquino has announced that everything is back to normal.
Supreme, Court justices clash on abortion issue: As the
abortion issue returned to the Supreme Court soon after the July decision, an indirect confrontation between the swing vote. Justice
O'Connor and abortion foe Scalia raised tension over the issue.
O'Connor is feared by abortion foes to give her swing vote to strike
down a Minnesota law requiring both of a minor's parents to be noti-

As the Voice enters 1990, a
number of editorial staff changes
have been made. Amy Hollander,
who has served as assistant editor
for over a year, will be spending a
semester at American University
in Washington D.C. Shirccn Behzadi, a senior and this semester's
feature editor, will serve as assistant editor. This will leave Becky
Mason and Jennifer Spilburg as
the feature editors.

DaVenche Burks will replace who worked in layout last year;
they will join the two veteran layMelford Ferguson as opinions edieditors, Tom Turriff and Meout
tor for the upcoming semester.
lissa
Mancsiotis.
Dillion and
Pauline Ach, who is currently the
will replace Katie HenderBoncclla
Voice's advertising manager, is
spending a semester in London, son.
William Van Cleave, editor of
and will be replaced by her assiststudent Melissa the Voice, said that he was lookant, first-yeing for "a slightly condensed editoLake.
rial
staff" next semester, and that
fill
Charlie
Dana DcWccsc will
is
"very pleased with the changy
he
editor.
Gall's position as
es
overall."
He went on to say
Finally, Ann Marie Boncclla,
"Amy
that
will
be sorely missed
currently the Voice's circulation
manager, will also be serving as a next semester."
layout editor with Kcri Dillion
ar

co-cop-

Y

--

A

1

fied before an abortion.

War in Lebanon restrikes: After ten weeks of

cease-fir- e

in

Bei-

rut,
Muslims and
Christian forces started
the fight again on Tuesday. The artillery bombardment in Beirut
v. caused all shops to stay closed on Tuesday.
tests missile despite protestors: The U.S. Navy tested
missiles in the Atlantic Ocean despite the efforts of Greenpeace to stop
iL The Navy ships nudged the Greenpeace vessel out of the way for the
testing to happen. The vessel was damaged during the confrontation.
Head of West German bank assasinated: The head of West
Germany's top commercial bank was killed by a bomb planted in his
car last week. The Red Army faction, a terrorist group aimed to destroy the West German political system, claimed responsibility.
Syria-backe-

Israeli-backe- d

d

V

'---

Navy

--

V
Mike Pepper

Members of Luso House sponsored a talent show last Friday night to benefit People to
People Ministries and the Mother Hale Program. The acts performed by students were
judged by a panel of faculty members and administrators; prizes were donated by SAB
and Luso House. Ken "Snap" Aldridge and Quinton "Q" Masey introduced the acts.

Compiled from The New York Times, November 30 - December 6,

J

1989.
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Hanukkah festival explained
From December 22 until Decem-

ber 29, the Jewish Festival of
Lights known as Hanukkah will
be celebrated.

Family Styling

Phone

(216)

264-46-

6

1

Center
230 north Buckeye St.
WOOSTER.

Ohio 44691

The holiday has become important in the United States to many
as it coincides in timing with
Christmas and has been given
more emphasis because of the furor surrounding the celebration of
Christmas.
The word Hanukkah means dedication and the celebration is a
commemoration of the Maccabcan
victory over the Greeks The word

came to stand for the rededication
of the temple which was largely
destroyed by the Greek army.
The holiday is important as a
recognition of a small Jewish
army that was able to overcome
the much larger Greek army. Judaism had been banned at the time.
Part of the celebration of Hanukkah includes the lighting of the
Menorah, which is a kind of candelabra with eight candles on it.
One more is lighted each night to
symbolize that when their temple

was destroyed, the Jewish people
had only a small bucket of oil that
would only burn for one day. The
story is that by a miracle, this oil
lasted for eight days and they were
able to survive.
Here at the college, this holiday
has been celebrated by the
"Hanukkah Happy Hour" which
took place last night in Andrews
basement The festivities included
singing and foods cooked in oil
that represent the oil that lasted for
eight days.

.
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Secretary of State hosts
referendum
careers in government day Kelloggs: CSAA prepared
or
of
DARLA HAINES
Staff Writer

On Wednesday, Nov. 29, Secreof State, Sbcrrod Brown, hosted a Careers in Government Day
for college students throughout
Ohio.
The agenda for the day included a
tour of the state house and conversations with the legislative leaders
of the Ohio Senate and House of
Representatives. The participants
then returned to the newly-bui- lt
Vern Riffe Center for a symposium with the members of the
Governor's cabinet and other offices in Ohio state government At
the symposium, the students
tary

-

learned the duties and responsibilities of the different public officials. They also learned about the
different paths an individual can
take in order to pursue a career in
government. Students received information about internships, both
summer and year round, and career
advancement after graduation. It
was an exciting and educational
day, and there is just too much to
describe here. Come and talk to
Jennifer Belmont or Darla Haines
in the SGA office for more information or just drop a note in campus mail, and they will get in
touch with you. That's what SGA
is all about; Students Involved in
Issues Concerning Students.

Lambert and McFarland
begin environmental internships
agenTwo recent graduates of the Colment agencies and
with
students
matching
lege of Wooster, Amy Lambert cies, and
those projects.
and Colleen McFarland, both beThe CEIP projects frequently regan environmental internships
quire backgrounds of coursework
shortly after graduation.
McFarland. a chemistry major, or work experience related to
chemistry, engineering, ecology.
is currently working at BP America Research and Develonment in resource management and other en-Oevelaiidrjigilie is analv7inrenmitainkls
If von are interested, and would
environmental smptes using a gasr
like further information or an apchromatograph. She intends to begin graduate school in September plication, please call the CEIP
5.
Fund at (216)
at Case Western Reserve Universiships by the CEIP Fund (formerly
ty.
Lambert, a biology major, ended known as the Center for Environmental Intern Progra.ns).
her internship at
in
Ohio,
Mentor,
The CEIP Fund is a national,
in
Laboratories
environmental career orpera
as
on
stayed
September . but
inwhich gives college
During
her
ganization
manent employee.
graduates, and gradrecent
ternship. Lambert worked in the seniors,
fithree to twelve
paid,
uate students
"clean" lab. counting asbestos
ex"hands-onprofessional
"
premonth
bers from samples that were
environmental
perience in the
pared before being brought to her.
She wrote reports and contacted the Geld.
. The CEIP Fund works to solve
customer with the results.
today's environmental problems by
McFarland and Lambert are examples of the many students and developing projects with corporarecent graduates who are placed in tions, consulting firms, govern- entry level environmental intern--

continued from page

1

however, the agreement to require
a majority of those on contract
was "just plain wrong. It is ridiculous not to accept the results of
the election. Would we say that
George Bush is not President because a majority of Americans did
not vote for him? How about SGA
President Jen Belmont? Of course
not! If we insisted on that, we
would never elect a president. Our
next election will be done right."
Professor Karen Beckwith, a specialist in electoral politics, stated
that the agreement "allowed these
700 people to be 'no votes and
you have no evidence that that's
the case." Instead she suggested
that the votes which were cast
should determine the result and a
quorum should be set to insure

stuthat significant numbers
dents vote. Professor Eric Mosko-wit- z
also stated that "it strikes me
It
that this is not a fair rule
is beyond the bounds of reason to
expect everyone on food service to
The fair thing to do
vote
would be to hold another vote and
change the rules."
Raber stated that he had been in
contact with Vice President for
Business and Finance William
S noddy throughout the campaign.
Raber said that if 870 students had
voted yes that Kellogg's would
definitely be removed. According
to Rowly Bracken, however,
S noddy stated that the referendum
was not at all binding on Food
Service because others besides students contribute money to subsidizing food service. Rowly noted
that "this raises troubling ques

....

not
tions concerning whether
the fate of the referendum was predetermined to fail regardless of the
student vote. We're concerned that
Raber and S noddy were not candid
with us and were not bargaining in
good faith."
CSAA. along with Students for
Peace through Action, had been
working for weeks in preparation
for the referendum. They had posted Squatter News and posters,
made announcements on the radio,
and visited numerous campus
groups to rally support. Formal
opposition was stated only in an
anonymous poster hung up in the
library. Whether or not Kellogg's
will be removed in the future is
open to debate. For now, however,
Kellogg's remains at the College
of Wooster.

non-pro- fit

861-454-

Electro-Analytic-

WilhMadntOsh
you can even do this:
ii

al

non-pro-

Salisbury: Retired and travelling
continued from page

1

the Ohio Research and Development Center's Fisher Auditorium
in Wooster each November.
Recently retired from the New

with wife

York Times, Salisbury and his
wife Charlotte, also an author of
note, have been travelling and
writing in different parts of the
world. He is also a frequent

Taylor: Gets national break
continued from page 1
soon won an impressive follow- ing. Stars like Muddy Waters,
Buddy Guy, Howling Wolf. Junior
Wells and Magic Sam started ask- ing Taylor to join them on stage.

New
Open...
Close.

fit

Her national break came when
famed songwriter Willie Dixon
signed her to Chess Records and
1964
produced the million-sellin- g
hit, "Wang Dang Doodle." which
firmly established Taylor's career,

SSN

80

Saue fls...

Print...

SSP

Quit

S8Q

Madmosh'computers have
been easy to use. But they've
never been this easy to own
Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save
hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple" Macintosh computers and
peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle
for an ordinary PC Wth The
always

Academic Computing Services
Taylor Hall Room 311

Macintosh Sale, you can wind irp with

much more of a computet
TOthout spending a lot more money

m PL
i

The Macintosh Sale
NGwthiouiJznuarySL

.
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Samaras and Mussoff raise disturbing
questions through art
pictures are not taken to stay on
our minds in full detail, the image
that we see lasts, but the finer details are not present and thus the
subtleties do not register.
Ms. Samaras has presented us
with these pertinent details.
"By stilling the electronic infor- -

MASANKHO K. BANDA
Staff Writer

If you have not already been to
Frick Art Museum, you only have
two days to go and view these two
very interesting and thought-provokin- g
exhibits. These works
have been on exhibit since October
29.
Ms. Samaras' exhibit, which is
called "Paranoid Delusions," was
inspired by the AIDS epidemic and
the fact that she felt that the American government, in conjunction
with the media was wrongly targeting gay people and minorities
as perpetrators of this deadly disease. She felt that the Federal government should give the problem
top priority instead of trying to
pass on the blame for the disease
through its tactics of negative publicity.
The initial impetus for her
of pictures taken from
screen however,
television
the
came from watching the first Inaugural Gala for President Reagan.
She said, "I felt that the sight of a
dewy-eye- d
president, dressed in a
tuxedo, holding a mike close to
his mouth and thanking the American public for his election to office as though he had won an Oscar was an important moment of

ing artist at U.C.L.A. She has
toured and exhibited extensively
here is the United States and overseas as well.
Jody MussofFs drawings also
deal with social conscience. Their
subject is women. She did not
wish to title her exhibit, because

Susie Purvis

The Wooster Chorus, along with the Wooster String
Ensemble and the Wooster Brass Band performed "A
The traditional concert
Festival of Christmas Music."
held last weekend in Gault Recital Hall was well attended.
The music consisted of a variety of secular and religious
pieces and many tunes that brought out the Christmas

spirit.

concluded

The chorus

the evening with a

traditional English Christmas song.
The chorus consists of 56 students from all classes and
is directed by Jack Russell who is now in his 12th year
Mke Pepper working with the chorus.
He described the chorus
andenthusiasticpeople."
committed
"energetic,
as
members
Jody Mussoffs drawings which deal with women and
past Monday in Bay
this
was
held
also
A
performance
social conscience will.be displayed until Sunday.
jCleveland- --Village
a suburb-o.iwi mIi t,.

pho-tocollag- cs

..c-J.j.-

f

mation, my intent is to both allow
the viewer the ability to examine
images not intended for close scrutiny as well as undermine the notion that public events are the sole

sne did not want viewers of the
exhibit to have their minds made
up for them regarding what the
whole exhibit was about. The art
lover has been left the choice of
making any decisions about all the
drawings and what their depictions
mean. One of her drawings,
"Cuckoo Clock II," has a woman
crowing with the bird coming out
of her empty chest. In "Bowler,"
she has a women holding the
globe in her hands as if to say,
"the destiny of this earth is in our
hands what are we doing about ensuring that it will have a future?"

Susie Purvis

Mark McGraw looks at Connie Samaras exhibit called
"Paranoid Delusions" which is showing in Frick Art.
American history to document."
What is interesting about this
collage of pictures is that it brings
out very startling truths. This
truth regards the neutrality of the
press. When all the pictures and
words that she has captured from
the screen are viewed, one is awestruck to see up close what is usually taken for granted. Television

n

:

property of those powers which
control and inform the media," she
said. You will see pictures of the
Challenger disaster, the Star Wars
program, statements about America's involvement in the Middle
East and in South America. All
the pictures are superimposed with
the narration.
Ms. Samaras is currently a visit- -

Clever use of color-bri- ght
reds
and greens used in contrast with
other bright colors, together with
the very direct way that each one
of the women's eyes have been
drawn they all seem to be staring
with that "challenge me if I am
wrong" look, which is quite disconcertingproduce drawings that
if nothing else are very
What is important,
though, is that they arc also very
entertaining.
Ms. Mussoff, like many other
artists, struggled for a long tunc
trying to find the perfect medium
for the expression of her talent
She vacillated between oil paint
and colored pencil drawings until
she finally settled on colored pencil. Her art is not entirely of wom- thought-provokin-

see

Exhibits:

page 9
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Student
Activities
Board
Friday
11:45 a.m.

Beall Ave. Children Sing
Lowry Pit

ONE
HOT
DEAL

7:30 p.m. The Rescuers
Mateer
10 p.m. Holiday Dance

Lowry Center
11 p.m.

Get 2 10"

Post-Holid- ay

Cheese Pizzas

Dance Party
The Underground

$6.99

7:30 p.m. The Rescuers

for only

Saturday

For additional toppings
$.99 covers both pizzas
Offer expires Nov. 30.

264-98- 0

0

423 E. Liberty

Mateer

Sunday

.

2 p.m., The Rescuers
Mateer

Good Luck on
Exams
From SAB
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Ruch announces favorite '89 tunes
1989 is coming to an end, so sound. The subject matter of the
that means its time for the obliga- songs is just as eclectic as the mutory list of my favorite albums of sic; Costello covers subjects rangthe past year. I suppose I could reing from capital punishment and
view my favorites of the 1980s, Magaret Thatcher to
and
but considering that the only alGod. Spike proves that Elvis is
bum I owned at the beginning of still King.
the decade was Styx's
Paradise Theater, that
may not be a good idea.
V
You may notice that the
following list is rather
narrow in the type of
music it covers, but I
suppose that just goes
CHRIS RUCH
to show my own narrow
musical tastes.
Perhaps my favorite
album of the year was Bob
Bob Mould wasn't the only forMould's Workbook. Mould was mer thrasher who grew up a little
the lead singer of the excellent this year. The Replacements, once
thrash band HOsker Dii until their famous for their raucous and undistraumatic breakup last year. While ciplined sound, released Don't Tell
this album differs quite a bit from A Soul, their most mature album
Hiisker Du's work, it's just as to date. Although it does include
good as anything they've ever some rockers, like "I Won't" and
"Talent Show," the cleanly prodone. Many of Mould's bitter lyrics seem to be dealing with the duced Don't Tell a Soul is predominantly a mellow album.
band's breakup, even though in interviews Mould has insisted that Many diehard Replacement fans
this is not the case. Whoever the were disappointed by the album.
target of the songs, Workbook is but J.stilL found itloJje.one. oTtfte, i.
one dark and angry album. It's also best of the year.
While some were busy yelling
brilliant
And speaking of brilliant, 1989 "sell out" about the Repalcements,
was also the year that saw Elvis even more were saying the same
thing about REM. But REM's
Costello actually have a hit song.
Green wasn't as mainstream as
After more than ten years of making albums, Costello was still everyone accused it of being.
Sure, it had songs like "Stand,"
stronger than ever on Spike.
which even Michael Stipe, the lead
While most of the music on the
radio was dealing with the same singer of REM, called a "big dumb
old subjects of love, lust, and pop song." However, Green also
breaking up, Costcllo's "Veronica-tol- d included such odd songs as
"Hairshirt," "The Wrong Child,"
the story of a woman suffering from Alzheimer's disease. But and the moving untitled final song.
don't let the pop sound of Green may not be the best album
"Veronica" fool you, every song REM has made, but it's a fine addion Spike has its own unique tion to their increasing collection
self-ima-

The Big
Music

ge

--

-- sir-.:

of noteworthy releases.
If Green is too light sounding
for some of you out there, then
you should check out the Pixie's
Doolittle. This is not a happy
band, but if you are in the right
mood, this album can be great fun
555 to listen to. The song
titles themselves show
: I
v
what a disturbing record
tnis is, some ot tnem include "I Bleed," "Gouge

Away,"

"Dead,"

continued from page 8

The reggae band Oroboros performed at the Underground
"Debaser." But not everyproceeds benefitting People to People Ministries.
with
thing on this album will
give you nightmares; the
first single "Here Comes
Your Man," would have
sounded comfortable next to most
of the music being played on the
radio today.
I'm afraid I don't have time to
discuss all my favorites of the
year, but if none of the ones mentioned above sound appealing to
you, there's also Lou Reed's New
York, The Waterboys Fisherman
and Tom Petty's Full
Blues,
Moon Fever. Of course, odds are
youH disagree with this list. If
that's the case, write and tell me.
Send a list of your own, or cancel
your subscription to the paper.
But no matter what you do, don't
just sit there.

As a special treat for the Christmas season, I have a Desert Disc
list for all my faithful readers out
there, courtesy of Gabc Zuckcr.
Gabe Zuckcrs Desert Discs:
1. Gencsis- -

Selling England by the Pound
2. The Who- - Quadrophenia
3. The Beatles- - Abbey Road
4. Bob Mould- - Workbook
5. Joe Jackson- - Night and Day

tures and the drawings and come
up with his or her own conclusions. The exhibition ends on

Sunday.
en. She draws other subjects as collectively defined. Each individuwell; such as religious leaders, and al needs to go and view the pic
men and their continual struggle
with life. Her drawings are comGeneral Fund Allocation Request Forms 1
pletely open to interpretation.
Ms. Mussoff lives and works in
Available Tuesday. January 9 through
Riverdale, Maryland. In addition to
having exhibited extensively here,,
in the U.S. she has held exhibitions in foreign lands. Her work is
At Lowry Front Desk
exhibited mainly at Gallery K in
Washington, D.C

f

Both exhibits are definitely,
worth viewing. They provide very'
interesting insights into life, and

Susie Purvis

and

Exhibits: Art exhibits to end Sunday
provoke us into trying to see that
which we do not ordinarily see.
This is not something that can be

r

Applications are due .lannarv 20

Arts and Music in and
around Wooster
Information compiled by Alissa Kulow, ArtsiMusic Editor

WCPAC PRESENTS "MR SCROOGE"

,

The Wayne County Performing Arts Council presents this traditional
holiday performance on the Main Stage at the Walnut Street School.
Performances will be held December 7, 8, and 9 at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday, December 10, at 4 p.m. Residents from around the Wooster area
will be participating.
The Walnut Street School is located at 237 South Walnut Street in
Wooster. All tickets are $4.00 and are available at the Wayne Cener for
9
for reservations and ticket information.
the Arts, or call
262-630-

THE

TEXACO-METROPOLITA-

N

OPERA

RADIO NETWORK OPENS FIFTIETH
SEASON WITH "DIE FRAU OHNE
SCHATTEN"

Richard Strauss' "Die Frau Ohne Schatten" will be broadcast live from
the stage of the Metropolitan Opera on Saturday, December 9, on
WCWS. This will open the fiftieth anniversary season of die broadcasts.

JAZZ TRUMPETER JON F ADDIS TO
SOLO WITH THE OBERLIN JAZZ
ENSEMBLE

Internationally acclaimed trumpet virtuoso Jon Faddis will be the featured soloist when the Oberlin Jazz Ensemble presents a free, public concert at 8 p.m. on December 9, in Oberlin College's Finney Chapel.
Faddis and the Ensemble will perform BigBand jazz by S'jch composers
as Oliver Nelson, Thad Jones, and Wendell Logan, Oberlin's own profesmusic. Faddis has been named the "Talent Deservsor of
in Downbeat Magazine's Critic's Poll.
Recognition"
ing Wider
Finney Chapel is located at the intersection of Lorain and Professor
streets, opposite Tappan Square on the Oberlin campus.
Afro-Americ-

an

POETRY CONTEST DEADLINE
DECEMBER 31

December 3 1 is the deadline for entering the American Poetry Association's contest. Entry is free and everyone is welcome to enter. The Grand
Prize is $1,000, and first prize is $500. A total of 1S2 poets will win
cash and publication prizes worth $1 1,000.
Poets may enter the contest by sending up to six poems, each no more
than 20 lines, name and address on each page, to American Poetry Asso250--A
Potrcro St. P.O. Box 1803. Santa Cruz,
ciation. Dept. CT-9California, 95061. Entries should be mailed by December 3L
Each poem is also considered fc publication in the American Poetry
'
,
Anthology, a leading collcctioia of today's poems.
0,
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Faculty profile:

Loveless identified as outstanding
woman scientist
MOUSUMI SARKAR
Staff Writer

Dr. Marilyn Loveless of biology
has recently been identified as one
of the outstanding women scientists in her field by the COSEN-sponsorWomen in Science Forum. She is a plant geneticist and
ecologisL A graduate from Albion
College in Southern Michigan,
she received her Ph.D. from the
University of Kansas. She has
been with the College of Wooster
for the last three years.
Before coming to Wooster, Dr.
Loveless spent four years at a field

Dr. Loveless is at present working on a tree which has red tubular
seeds and is frequented by humming birds. She collects the seeds
and studies the different patterns of
L
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Marilyn Loveless

Pepper

reproduction and the role played by
the humming birds in carrying the

pollen grains.
is like a glorified
camp of a little colony of scientists,' says Dr. Loveless. She

It

girls-scou- ts

About her time in Wooster, Dr.
Loveless says. "I'm glad for the
chance to come to Wooster. I like
the balance the College strikes between teaching and research. She
will be going to Colombus next
semester on leave to carry on her
research. "It helped me. in my
teaching," she says. "I can also
help when it comes to I.S. in
terms of suggesting topics and
dealing with problems that routinely crop up during research,"
she adds. She also appreciates the
stress on laboratory work in
Wooster. On ending. Dr. Loveless

:

111

be sitting

New Year's Eve to let my imagination run naked through the fields of
possibility. For years now, I have
been trying to predict my future on
my own, and I relish each time
with an unparalleled, manic zest.
It started when I was young and

around watching Dick Clark and
his posse of slap happy, liquored
New Yorkers celebrate "New
Year's Rockin Eve." Looking
hard at Dick's greased, dyed hair,
m wonder if he, the Santa Claus
of New Year's Eve, . .
keeps his resolutions.
With a skeptical toss of
the head, I will deny this
possibility. Pursing my
lips in defiance, I will
leave the chips on the
couch and shut off the
TV, imagining that this DAVE COOGAN
pathetic outburst sym
bolizes throwing Dick
impressionable (unlike now).
Clark out of my living room.
When I see Dick standing under Looking up at the ceiling, I would
the giant, red apple in Times say, "Magic Eight Ball, win I ever
Square, my mind races with ironic be a rock star?" The scene went
thoughts. What good are New something like this. Shaking the
Year's resolutions? Why do we try black, plastic orb with vigor, my
to plan the future and why do we eyes screamed fire and my tongue
try to convince ourselves, year af- crawled up my face. The die of
ter year, that we can actually do it? many sides bobbed in the blue,
taunting me, teasing me. I was
In my life, I think I have unsuccessfully planned the future about ready for the answer, I was ready
five or six times. Each time, the for the future. With two sweaty
goals shift, the career changes, and hands, I clutched the toy eagerly.
I never really exercise for more The eight ball, however, refused to
than a few weeks. My obsession commit: "Maybe, maybe not" was
with the future runs deep; so deep the only response I could get.
that I could never really wait for

On My

Mind

It Right Away.

We Do

Auto Service
Centers

Fast, courteous service
Products
Low Prices-Quali- ty
American and imported cars

Free estimates and safety inspections

Or

263-016-

1

418 E. Liberty
(corner of Liberty and Beall)

ANDREWS LIBRARY

TIME C(DLLIE(GIE QW WdWSTTIBIR
Schedule of Hours

1989-9- 0

added, T am happy here."
.:

Looking into the future
Pretty soon.

We Do It Right.

i

Colorado

(meaning Red Mud), an island in
Panama, doing post doctoral research. It is run by the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute.
This Utile island, just six square
miles, has over 400 different species of trees and shrubs. Dr. Loveless is mainly interested in the reproduction in plants and the evolution of tropical plant life. She
studies the changes in plant life
caused by "local specificity or dif-

cannot describe enough the beauty
and the wonder of the rich variety
of life on this little island. The island is inhabited by various kinds
of monkeys, rodents and snakes.
The local people, according to Dr.
Loveless, do not go to the forest,
fearing the snakes. But she laughingly adds that such is the variety
and abundance of life that the
snakes do not bother with human-being- s.

mm

That's how it has been each time
I have tried to plan the future. My
unbridled zeal pulls me every
which way, but reality just won't
have iL Each one of those times
I recast my fate was supposed to
be the last time. But this doesn't
bother me. Without the di- rection each one of those
I
grand plans gave me, I
would not have evolved
into the curiosity that I am
now. If I didn't follow a
silly, grand plan, I would
have nothing to revise, diswhen the
card, or
passion to change my life
hits me.
The pressure to know my future
grips me tight around the throat.
As time unravels, the grip gets
tighter, forcing my breath into
short, ordered clips. But I don't
really want to know what's in
store for me, otherwise I would go
to a psychic or I would have one
of those enchanting women read
my palm, take my pulse, or look
into to her snowy, crystal ball.
In all honesty, I like being choked'
by the hands of the future. All I
really want is a Bazooka Joe comic, with a fortune that says, "Don't
worry, be happy."
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Ertendtd Honrs
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Mon.-Wc-

K- M

nOTmhr

8 December 1989
9 December 1989
10 December 1989
3
December 1989
14 December 1989

8:00 a.m. 9:00 a.m. -

a.m.
a.m.
noon- - 1 a.m.
IKX) a.m.
8:00 ajn.
a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
8.-0-0

December 1989

15

Winter Break

16

.

December 1989

7

Monday- - Friday
Saturday-SundaMon.-Tue-

j.

Mon.-Tuc- s.

December 1 989
2 January 1 990

25-2- 6
--

Jam..
8:00 a.m.
CLOSED
CLOSED
CLOSED

y

1

1

12.-0-0

11-1-

d.

Thursday
Friday

1

1VM

5:00 p.m.

re-inv- ent

Classified
Goverment jobs - your area-Ma- ny
immediate openings without waiting list or test.

ATTENTION-HIRING- !

Call

$17, 840 - $69, 485.
Ext. R18761
1-602-838-

-8885.

Brand name merchandise, selection, customer
satisfaction. Service whenever you locate and a
credit plan to fit your needs. Only at the store
you trust - Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Summer
Jobs In
year round. CANNERIES, FISHING,
Alaska-HIRIN- G

Men-Wom-

en

LOGGING, TOURISM, CONSTRUCTION up to
$6u0weekly, plus FREE room and board. CALL
NOW! Call refundable.
1-206-73-

6-0775.

Ext.l644H.
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department celebrates successful changes
Hoffman provides personal
Schmidt has been on both sides
perspectives on the new minor
of the desk at Wooster
BECKY MASON

Assistant Feature Editor

groups is good for the students, for major in an acedemic discipline.
it allows
to decide Schimdt feels that it is important
them
whether teaching is really what to have written an I.S. paper in an
acedemic discipline for it opens
they want to do with their life.
Another plus for the program more doors in the future.
"I do support the minor, howevhere at the College is the tremener," Schmidt commented. "The
dous amount of support the department receives from Wooster City elementary education students esSchools, especially the teachers.
pecially put in many hours that
The teachers in this area provide would not be counted for anything
their time as well as their classelse" (excepted as extra credits).
rooms as a place of learning and
Finally, Schmidt feels that there
educais
observation for Wooster's
a lot of campus support for the

If asked whether or not you
would be teaching at Wooster at
some point after graduation, what
would your response be? Most
people would answer no, yet AH- son Schmidt has found herself in
exactly that position.
Originally from Butler, Pennsylvania, Schmidt graduated from
Wooster in 1975. After graduation she was employed by Wooster tion students.
Many times the teachers must
City Schools for six years. Withrearrange
their schedules to fit
taught
Schmidt
frame,
time
in that
education students.
the
those
of
fifth
second
to
from
grades ranging
cooperation, educaWithout
such
at Parkview Elementary.
students
tion
would
not receive the
When Exie Ashburn, a professor
necessary in
often
experience
field
of education here at the College,
a
real classrun
learning
how
to
superin-dendeaccepted the position of
reading
than
just
room
about
rather
in another school district,
example.
textbook
fabricated
a
the College began to look for
Schmidt feels that the only probsomeone to fill her position.
Schmidt, a well qualified and re- - lem she runs into is the time fac- snected teacher in this area, later tor. scnmiat not only ooserves
accepted thatposition andfebe5heisglementary education students
but the student teachers as well.
here since.
She also finds it not only
Schmidt feels that the program's
strength lies in the fact that the difficult to meet with all the students but to drop in at the right
students have the benefit of a libertime. The elementary schools esSchmidt
al arts education. As
commented, Wooster is small, al- pecially have many assemblies as
lowing for a better opportunity for well as gym, art and library which
experience. Experience is the key often occur during the times
Schmidt would like to observe.
word here, for by the time educaSchmidt feels that education
tion students graduate they have at
not become a major at
should
least 600 hours of hands on experidue to the fact that she
Wooster
ence in the schools around Woostare better prepared to
students
feels
er. The amount of one on one experience with classes and small become a teacher if they have a
v

nt

education department.

The library

departments are always
willing to cooperate and help out,"
Schimdt said, "we are lucky to
have the support."
While becoming a teacher is a
time consuming task, Schmidt has
been able to provide the help needed to make the ride a bit easier.
As a Wooster graduate, Schmidt
is able to relate to the students on
a rather unique level. Having already been through the program,
Schmidt is able to provide insight
as well as reassurance to her students that their goals are possible.
As for the program the fact that
so much time is spent in the
schools around Wooster provides
an excellent opportunity for the
students to gain knowledge first
hand. With the cooperation of the
campus, Wooster City Schools
and Alison Schmidt's education
students have only to gain from
their experience here at the Col
and-othe-

r

lege.

'

his or her senior year. If, during
this last year of college, a student

JENNIFER SPILBURG
Assistant Feature Editor

realized that teaching was not
something she or he wanted to do,
a lot of time and money had been

If Dr. William Hoffman were
asked to sum up the strength of
Wooster's education department in
two words, he would in all likeli-

wasted.

.

Hoffman believes that many of
the other departments here at
Wooster have used the hands-o- n
aspect of the education department
as a role model for their internship
programs. The education department has shown others that hands-o- n
experience is important to the

hood say, "field experience." Hoffman, who received his B.S. from
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, his MA. from the University

of Michigan, and his Ed.D. from
Temple University, has been a
member of the faculty at Wooster
since 1967.
Hoffman says that the emphasis
of Wooster's education program is
on field experience early in the student's academic career. He feels it
is important for students to be able,
to test their interest in teaching
before it is too late to change their
minds. Hoffman states that even
students who are certain their first
year at the College that they want,
to become teachers need to discovexperience
er through hands-o- n
whether or not they truly enjoy being around children. Hoffman
states, "It takes a certain type of
person to find that classroom environment stimulating."
Another advantage of early field
experience, according to Hoffman,
is that it gives prospective teachers
enough classroom experience to
make them feel comfortable when
they go into student teaching later
on. He points out that 20 years
ago, an education student did not
get any hands-o- n experience until

education

of an undergraduate.

In addition to the required field
experience, education students
must major in an academic discipline with a solid liberal arts background. Hoffman believes that
this is somewhat unique to Wooster. He sees Wooster's education
program as a standard for education
programs throughout the state.
Education has only recently been
made a minor at Wooster, but
Hoffman states, "There is no need
or intent for education to be a major." This stems from his belief
thafthe liberal artsare an important background for teachers to
have.

Although he is happy with the
current teacher education program
at Wooster, Hoffman hopes to
strengthen it in the future. He
hopes to add a third member to the
current two faculty members in
the department Hoffman thinks

I

see Hoffman: page 13

Faculty passes EPC supported education minor
RHONDA VANDEWORP
Staff Writer
On Monday, November 13,
1989 the Education Policy Committee (EPC) approved the request
to make education a minor at
Wooster. The EPC is composed
of the Dean of Faculty, six faculty
members and two students. It is
their job to decide upon the curriculum and the academic calendar for
each school year. Although the
EPC does play a major role in
making these decisions, it is important to realize that the faculty
has final decision on all matters
brought up to the EPC and can
veto any decision the EPC makes.
In earlier years when die College
,

When the issue came up at the
meetings, there was much discusfered in all the departments. From sion as to what should constitute
1910-192- 0
all of these graduate an education minor. A major
phased out In the point of concern was what the colwere
programs
late 60's a Masters in Arts and lege would want to have as requireTeaching was offered but was ments beyond those that the state
phased out in the 70's. However, mandates. The committee debated
even with the MAT program, there whether they should create a whole
was never a major offered in the new area for study or whether they
should just baptize what is already
field of education.
In September, Dr. Hoffman, in existence now. A medium was
head of the education department, finally agreed upon a few weeks
wrote a letter to Yvonne Williams, ago. Besides the courses already
required by the state, the EPC addDean of Faculty, requesting educaed a few courses to the minor retion to be made a minor. Williams said she "supported this re- quirement. The committee is even
quest with enthusiasm" and put resurrecting the Philosophy of Edthis issue on the agenda for future ucation course which had been offered in the past, but was phased
meetings of the EPC.

of Wooster was called Wooster
University, a few Ph. D's were of-

.

that would be able to stand on its
own two legs and stand up to the
President Copeland, an honorary scrutiny of the state and of others."
member of the EPC, expressed Copeland also stated that he is
that the committee "did not want happy with Wooster's compromise
to mislead the students with the la- between having no education debel of 'education minor.'" This partment at all and a major in eduwas why the committee took so cation.
Williams said that the EPC exlong in making their final decipressed
a concern to make a greater
sion. When the faculty voted on
integration
of the education departthis issue, they "overwhelmingly
and
the liberal arts. The
approved," stated Copeland and ment
committee wanted to address the
Williams.
"I think it's fine," Copeland said students who want to teach, but
when asked how he felt about the not necessarily in Ohio. The comgeneral construction of the minor, mittee also wanted to give these
students a base to build upon in
"I am in support of the Philosotheir own states. Williams also
requirements.
Sociology
I
phy and
tor
added
History
see
would like
too. I wanted to see a program
out for a while from the general

curriculum.

,

-
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Students make plans to spend semester away from Wooster
RHONDA VANDEWORP

Staff Writer
Next semester 65 Wooster students will be leaving the campus
environment in order to experience
Most of
studying
these students have chosen programs which are advantageous to
their major, which are not always
international or language majors.
There are an array of programs offered for those students interested
in art, theatreeconomics, mathematics, education, and other areas.
Anne Hawley, Debbie Howe,
and Sarah Whitney will be leaving
Wooster in February for the American School in London to fulfill
their elementary student teaching
requirement. Anne Hawley, who
off-campu-

s.

will be teaching first grade students, expressed excitement:
"Since the three of us were eager
to study abroad, combining both
student teaching and travel seemed
like the perfect plan!"
Seven theatre and art majors will
be participating in the Great Lakes
College Association's New York
Arts Program next semester. Juliana Davis, a junior theatre major,
will be an intern in New York
City with Primary Stages, an
production company.
She will be a directingproduction
assistant Other internships which
have been made available are with
interior decorators (Gretchen Trei-ber- ),
casting directors (Allison
Lambe). literary magazines, artists, sculptures, museums, and
off-Broadw-

ay

other areas of interest.
Another GLCA program, which
is situated in Philadelphia, also
covers a wide variety of academic
interests such as business, com-

munications, sociology, urban
studies, and economics. Lisa
a sophomore, expressed
her appreciation of the Philadelphia internship program: "An internship position is a good opportunity to gain knowledge necessary
for overall understanding of one's
particular field of interest. I was
unaware that Philadelphia offered
programs encompassing many majors. I was happy to find that I
could fill a position related to sociology."
Carolee Taipale, the professor in
charge of the International Pro
De-fendief-

er,

Christmas wishes from Fowler
To President Bush - helpful environmental and drug policies;
To the Democrats - a leader capable of holding the Republicans under 400 electoral votes;
To Congress - a year free Of
scandals and full of good legisla- -

Christmas Wishes
Jolly old St- - Nicholas,
Lead your deer this way;
Here's some gifts I'd like you to
Deliver Christmas day:
To the people of Germany - continued moves
towards unification, spiritually if not physically.
. To China - a free resumption of the democratic
movement
squelched earlier this
year.

Douglas
from
Douglass

line--;

To Kevin Mack - the will power
to stay away from drugs for good;
To the Cavaliers - a few healthy
bodies, from anywhere! I
wonder what Stan Aukamp .
is doing?

To the Indians - a trade
for Joe Carter that rivals
Dau- d
Roy
gherty in success;
And while you're at it
Santa - a 1990 season free
from strikes and featuring a

off-camp- us

off-camp-

us

off-camp- us

versity. She has decided to take
her classes in French in order to
fulfill the requirements for the
French major.
"I'm really excited to go because
I've never been to Europe before,
and I want to travel a lot It
should be exciting, especially with
all the changes in Germany and
Eastern Europe, to have a closer
view of what's going on in other
parts of the world," stated Miller.
"I'm trying not to have many expectations. I have no idea what it
will be like living a regular life in
France with a host family, but I
can't wait to find out!"
Although most students continue to choose Western Europe as
.

see IPO: page 13

Minor: EPC to stay on top of new minor
continued from Page

n

said that the EPC will stay on top
of this new minor and that they
will "be aware of other avenues
that may need to be introduced."
Both Williams and Copeland believe thit the etlttcation'dearbnleirt

will become more and more attractive to students now that it is offi-

cially counted as a minor. At this
point in time. Dr. Hoffman and
Hayden Shilling are conducting another national search to bring new
people into the education
depart-mehifoK-

--

fit n
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Hinson-for-Bra-

Doug Fowler

To our home planet some quick first aid to rescue our
ozone layer, and some sensible inhabitants to administer it;
To any interplanetary beings out
there - the ability to find our planet and help us learn how to be true
citizens of the universe;

tinued improvement upon last season's success;
To the Browns - An offensive

gram Office (IPO) believes that
each student should explore
options regardless of his
her major. The IPO provides students with information concerning
numerous possible programs. Taipale, however, encourages students
not to ignore the advice of their departments, and of their advisors, in
options
regards to what
would be beneficial for their specific subject area.
Most of next semester's
students have chosen
Western Europe as their place of
study. Kennedy Miller, a junior
with a double major in cultural
area studies and French, will be
spending next semester studying in
Strasbourg, France through a program sponsored by Syracuse Uni

.

Cubs-India-

:

ns

tion, free from the the political
fighting so common in election
years;

ness to build on;
And to you and yours, a very
Merry Christmas! Season's

To the College - another year of
continued excellence in education;
To Woostcr's sports teams - con

I

Series;

For the whole world - 12
months of total peace and happi-

in-

I

Men who don't register with Selective Service aren't eligible
for some federal benefits. And that includes federal student aid
for college. So if you're within a month of turning 18, take
five minutes and till our a simple cara ot me post omce.
Selective Service Rtelstratloa.
It's Quick. It's Easy. Ana li s i m low.

m

he
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Classes: What professors should be doing
Have you ever taken a course
and felt like going to class was a
waste of your time? You know
the feeling. You get more out of
your books than the classroom.
What exactly do we expect from
our classes? What makes a class
good or bad?
A professor (by Webster's definition) is: a
person who professes
something, especially
one who openly declares
his sentiments, religDARLA
ious beliefs, etc.; a col
lege teacher of the highest rank, usually in a

should at least assume some of the

the professors here need to take
more responsibility for student
performance. I refuse to accept
that the majority of students here
are not good students. We
wouldn't be here if we weren't
When students work hard and

responsibility.
Secondly, professors need to be
available outside of class hours.
Most professors have office hours
(and some are actually there then),
when students are welcome to

.

ap-mmm-

ply

Campus
M. HAINES
tl

.

These definitions don't tell us
much about what classes should
be like. In the classroom, professors should have some basic responsibilities.
First of all, professors should
make students want to come to
class. Classrooms should be exciting places to learn. Intellectual
stimulation should begin in the
class so that it can carry on outside the classroom. I'm not arguing that class should be entertaining, but rather stimulating.

come for help, advice, or even conversation. I have found that the
best professors are the ones you
can talk to about anything: class-relator not
Thirdly, professors need to take
the responsibility to return work
promptly and with comments.
My father always told me that a
student should not be required to
do more written work for a class
until the previous assignment had
been returned. There are some obvious exceptions to this rule, but

that Wooster does not have an intellectually stimulating environment, I'd like to scream at them,
"And whose fault is that?!?" If it's

promptly and graded completely.
I find it hard to accept that any
student should do
badly in a class. The majority of

ed

hard-worki-

they

ng

Improvement needs to be
accounted for as much as
natural ability or previously learned knowledge.
When a professor sees a
good student struggling,
I
heshe should stop and ask,
"Is there something heje
that I'm not doing right? Why am '
I not able to teach this student
who obviously wants to learn?"
Of course, this does not apply to
all professors. I've had my awesome classes and my awful classes. But I don't think we can ignore this argument for very long.
Wooster professors need to decide
if they wish to attract (in their
classes)
students
willing to apply themselves, or
abilities
students with innate
and previously learned knowledge
to have "discussions" jWitn,,, And
even though it doesn't always look
like it, just remember: politics is
everything and everything is
hard-worki-

ng

ANN SCHMITZ
Staff Writer

volunteer work in her. spare time.
On behalf of the whole Hygeia

m

should be rewarded for their
efforts.

Politics

specific field.

themselves,

Limbach retires after
24 years at Wooster
After seeing 22 classes enter
Wooster, Pat Limbach will be retiring from her job at Hygeia at
the end of this semester. In 1974
Limbach went to Brigham Young
College to became a nurse practitioner; before that she had traveled
around a lot with her husband who
was in the military.
Limbach really has enjoyed
working with the students here at
Wooster and likes the particular
age group with which she has
worked. "I have also greatly enjoyed working with certain women's groups by offering contraceptive counseling and helping them
to deal with other concerns or
problems that women on campus
might have," she stated. Limbach
admitted that she has had some bad
days but said that would happen in
any job, and on the whole has enjoyed her years here.
Limbach, whose husband recently retired from Scot Lanes,
will continue to help the Hygeia
staff by working as a fill when
regular nurses are ill.
Limbach also hopes to do some

staff and the students here at
Wooster we would like to wish

V

l

A,

-.-

-

Dan Stefanh

Pat Limbach
Pat good luck and thanks. If anyone would like to thank Nurse
Limbach personally she will be in
Monday and Friday all day and
Wednesday all afternoon.

not entirely their fault, they

Hoffman: Sees need for more minority
students to go into education

BOOKS MAQAZNES GREETMQ CAPOS DOMESTC A MPORTED TOBACCOS
VDEOS

CITY NEWS

continued from page 11

Wooster's "Complete" Newsstand

that with additional personnel, the
education department will be able
to devote some time to the first-yeseminar, with which they are
currently not involved.
Hoffman feels that the number
of students involved in the education program this year (double the
number involved last year) speaks
well of the student body. He stated that there is a real need for this
ar
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kind of career in our society. He
stressed that there is an especially
large need for more minority students to go into education. Today,
there are more minority children
than ever before attending school,
and they need good role models.
Hoffman sees the teacher as one of
the main role, models in a child's
life. He states, Teachers are second only to parents as role models

in students' lives."

Any student interested in learning to become the sort of role
model to whom Hoffman is referring is encouraged to contact the
education department as soon as
possible. Hoffman stresses the
importance of planning a schedule
of the required courses early in a
student's college career.

IPO: More students going to Eastern Block
continued from page 12
their location, Professor Taipale is to participate in The School for Inexcited that more students are now ternational Training's program in
branching out to the Eastern Zimbabwe.
Professor Taipale and the stu.Block, less developed countries,
involved all encourage other
dents
i.e.
Australia.
Rim,
Pacific
the
and
students
to take advantage of the
chosen
have
who
, Some students
opportunity
Elito study
are
alternatives
different
these
Wolford,
Erin
a junior who plans
study
plans
Stearns;
to
who
zabeth
Quebec
study
in
City, Canada,
to
Budapest,
and
mathematics in
studying
expressed
that
Rowland Bracken and Susanna
Jackson, who are the first students is "like nothing you can do at
off-camp-

us.

off-camp-

us

home. It will give you an experience to broaden your own world
view."
Students who are interested in an

opportunity should
visit the IPO. along with Luso
d
table, which
House's
is set up each Wednesday during
the lunch hour in the front of

off-camp- us

study-abroa-

Lowry.
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Victory over ML Union highlights
big week for AquaScots
TOM STEFANIK
Staff Writer
The 1989-9- 0 Aquascots travelled
to Mount Union College last Wednesday to face the Purple Raiders
in their second dual meet of the
season. Both the women and mens'
teams exited the pool with victories to extend their dual meet

'

records to

'

2-- 0.

Once again, the lady Scots were
Kathy
led by junior
Behringer who captured the 100
butterfly arid placed second in the
50 free. Sophomore Amanda
Mackey won both the 200 I.M.
and the 100 backstroke. Classn
mates Sara Shumar and Katie
and
100
the
breaststroke
won
duu iree respectively, wncn me
meet was over, they had won 136-6All-Americ-

an

Erd-ma-

9.

The men had a relatively easy
meet because of the lack of depth
in the Mount Union lineup. Senior Ted Friedman started off the individual events by placing first in
the 1000 free. Wooster claimed
first, second, and third in the 50
free as Dan Vanderlcnde, Derek

Ar-gu- st,

and Steve Martin left the
Mount Union swimmers in their
wake. Sophomore diver Bill
defeated Mount's Erick
Engle in the one meter competition for his first collegiate win.
Senior Ben Tederstrom won the
100 fly as classmate Jeff Burt won
Kan-zing- er

the 100 back. First-year- s
Jason
Wood and Tom Hungerford won
the 100 free and 500 free. Wooster
finished with an overwhelming
149-4- 6
victory.
This past weekend the team travelled to DePauw for an invitational
meet. The other teams were
DePauw, Augustana, Wittenberg, Washington, and Wabash,
who only competed in the mens'
competition. The women finished
fifth while the men finished in
fourth place.
Katie Erdman placed fourth in
the 500 free while Carolyn S trunk
and Shellie Green finished sixth
and seventh. Sara Shumar took
fourth in the 100 breast and 400
I.M. while Lauren Yont placed
third in the 200 breast and seventh
in the 100. Kathy Behringer placed
second iruher 50 free, 100, and 200
butterfly-To- r
Wooster's best perfor-

--

:."AJ

Prin-cipi- a,

V

t

mance.

I

Tom Hungerford placed second
in the 1650 free and third in the
500 free to lead the men. Jeff Burt
placed third in the 200 backstroke
and fourth in the 100. Jason
Wood took a fourth in the 100
breast and a seventh in the 200 to
cap off the top scorers.
Neither team has any more
meets this semester, but they will
travel to Orlando over Christmas
break to train for a rigorous second
semester season.

4

f

-

-

Women's intramurals
action gears up
Newsservices

SHADE WHITES EL

Assistant Sport's Editor

O'Kcefc, and Peggy Rhee, won the
regular season but were defeated at
the end of the season tournament
by team 7. Zeyncp Apaydin, Jen
Shauf, Laura Shouha, Ciona
Emily Wharton, Carolyn

Wooster's Stan Aukamp works for position after grabbing a rebound during basketball
action last week as Tim Southerland watches.

While most of the publicity
goes to the intercollegiate teams
and their respective athletes, many
women are participating in intraWert, Rhonda Vandeworp, and
CJ MITCHELL
weekend. Wooster lost two close
Simoni made up the tourna- mural athletics. The program,
Sports Writer
run by Tracey Howerton, includes ment championship team.
games to two excellent NAIA
volleyball in the fall and basketscholarship teams, Malone and
The IM basketball program,
The roller coaster ride of a sea- Westminster.
ball in the winter. started for the first time last year
The IM volleyball season includFriday night, Wooster played
by Jessica Skolnikoff, has already son continued for the Wooster
Scots this week. After swallowMalone,
ed nine teams and approximately been in season for two weeks.
a team that is much
70 women.
The nine teams and 80 athletes ing two tough losses to Malone improved over last year and even
"We were pleased with the seawill take a break during exam and Westminster in Malone's tour- though Wooster may have played
its overall best game of the year
son," commented Howerton. "and week and resume playing in Janu- nament, Wooster came, back to dewe were glad to see an increased ary. They also hold a tournament feat Ohio Wesleyan in Delaware to Malone was able to prevail 76-6The Scots were led by Sohpo-mor-e
set their record at
interest as compared to last year."
at the end of the season. Game reguard Erich Riebe who
Team 10, consisting of Sara sults and other information are
If you thought you had a rough
posted on the IM bulletin board in weekend, you might want to com- played every minute of the game
Hyman, Stacy Kelly, Christine
pare yours to the one the men's and scored 18 points. The second
Ludowise, Wendi Phillips, Lisa the P.E.C.
basketball team had in Canton last half of the guard combo, Mark
Wolford,
Jen
Skladan, Erin
Ul-bric-

Victory over OWU picks up Scots

h,

Fi-ore- lla

,

3.

3-- 4.

"the Riddler" Stanley was able to

put in 15 and add four assists.
Stan 'the Man' Aukamp was able
to contribute 12 points and he led
the rebounders with seven off of
the glass.
The loss to Malone was very
draining both emotionally and
physically according to Coach
Steve Moore. But Wooster had
little time to recover as they had to
travel to Canton on Saturday night
to battle Westminster in the con-se- e

Basketball:
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Women's
continues strong momentum
with victories over Findlay and Kenyon
B-b- all

in the Tiffin Tournament with a
decisive victory over Findlay College in the first round by a score of
70-4Like many of their games
this season, the Lady Scots controlled the game from start to fin- -:
ish and got a boost from Evans
and Aukamp who each poured in
13 points apiece to lead the team.

PAUL JACOBUS
Sports Writer

kamp, LaWanda Crawl, and Tammy Bergcr each added 6 points in
the losing effort
The College of Wooster womThe Lady Scots then travelled to
en's basketball team continued
Kenyon for their first NCAC
their success this past week with
matchup and responded in fine
victories over Findlay and Kenyon,
form by defeating the Lords at
despite a tough loss to Heidelberg.
their home gymnasium in a close
After winning four straight, the
game by a score of
Accuteam's first loss came during the
Senior
LaWanda rate shooting from the floor as
championship game of the Tiffin Crawl also contributed 11 points well as from the free throw line
Optimist Tip Off Tournament this to the effort but it was the team's helped the Lady Scots in obtaining
nasi weekend.
strong defense and rebounding that a three point lead at halflime.
Nevertheless, the Lady Scots set the tone throughout the conThe second half proved to be just
currently lay claim to an imprestest.
as exciting but the Lady Scots
sive overall record of 6-- 1 and are
Wooster then faced a powerful eventually pulled away to claim
off to. their best start since 1985 Heidelberg team in the tournament their sixth victory of the year. Auwhen the team went 21-- 8 and finale and were handed their first kamp got back on track and had a
earned a share of the North Coast loss of the season by a score of fantastic game by scoring 21
68-4Athletic Conference championThe Lady Scots were vic- points and grabbing 9 rebounds.
ship.
tims of a poor shooting perforAlso, sophomore Jones provided
Coach Chris Hart, named NCAC mance in the first half in which a strong offensive performance
"Coach of the Year" after last year, they converted only 1 1 of 27 field with 20 points as well as 8 rehas built a very solid program goals and were down by 13 points bounds. But much of the success
at the intermission.
around the experience and leaderof the team can be credited to
Heidelberg also turned in a poor sophomore point guard Evans who
ship of LaWanda Crawl, Christy
Evans, Stephanie Porter and Coret-t- a shooting performance throughout excelled at every facet of the game
Jones. Also, the addition of the entire game but still managed by scoring 16 points, grabbing 7
power forwards LaSonja Crawl and to control many Of the rebounds . rebounds and dishing out 4 assists.
heneXktedfconi
action
has tiQsiciKtaBSlyw-rfathis Saturday when they take on
helped Wooster's success thus far defense to earn the victory.
For Wooster, LaSonja Crawl led Cedarville in a
in the season.
"The Lady Scots opened up action
the team with 10 points while Au- - matchup.
6.

83-7- 7.

v

co-capta- in

5.

sry!aip

UttoerberLdyScotgontini

d

non-conferen- ce

Wooster leads
PAUL JACOBUS
Sports Editor
After a successful fall sports
campaign, the College of Wooster
has moved into first place in the
North Coast Athletic Conference
Trophy standings. With
conference championships in
men's cross country and men's soc
cer, the Fighung Scots have secured a three point lead as they are
now entering the winter season.
The
trophy is awarded
to a particular school in the confer
ence which has the most combined
success during the 21 varsity
sports throughout the year. The
award is based on a point system
in which every team accumulates a
certain number of points according
to their finish in the divisional
with first place finishers
(standings
earning nine points and last place
finishers receiving one point.
Since the origin of the NCAC, the
All-Spor-

ts

All-Spo-

jthe

All-Spor-

ts

rts

trophy. three times,

'the last of which after the

1987-8- 8

standings

All-Spo- rts

season.

cer.

The Fighting Scots currently
lead the pack with a total of 48 ,
points. In addition to the two conference titles, they also received
their high rating from third place
finishes in field hockey, women's
cross country, and volleyball. Following close behind in second
place with 45 points, Kenyon Colin
lege earned a
football and second place finishes
in women's cross country, field
hockey, and volleyball. The Lords
have never finished higher than
fourth in the balloting.
Allegheny College, who claimed
conference titles in women's cross
country, volleyball, and women's
soccer earned a third place rating
with 43.5 points despite not participating in one of the seven fall
sports.
Last year's champion, Ohio
Wesley an, is currently in fourth
place with a total of 43 points after winning the NCAC field hockey title and sharing the championship in football and women's soc

Denison University, who
claimed the title after the 1985-8- 6
season, comes in at fifth place
with 35 points while Oberlin (34),
Wittenberg (33), Earlham (15.5),
and Case Western Reserve (15)
round out the remainder of the
NCAC teams.

co-champion-

Beckett enjoys extra
responsibilities
EMILY SILVERMAN
Staff Writer

coach and healthphysical education instructor for the Indiana
(Pennsylvania) public school system. He has also been an assistant
coach at Indiana University of

The subject of this week's sports
profile is Dr. Keith Beckett, Assistant Professor of Physical Education, who is in his sixth year as
a member of the College faculty.

Pennsylvania.

Since his arrival at the College.
Dr. Beckett's main course work
has dealt with such topics as physiology and educational methods.
His other responsibilities include
instructing a first-yeseminar
course (in addition to other courses
on the previously mentioned topics) and coaching the swimming
team.
One thing Dr. Beckett likes best
about teaching at Wooster is the
structure and size of the classes,
which makes for closer student
faculty interaction and, in general,
the chance to "do a lot of things
you couldn't do at a larger
school." Going along with this,
his LS. responsibilities are a spe.'V:
cial part of his job. When asked if
there is a down side to all this, he
4 feels that, "One of the biggest
barriers in my position is time, on
2LL
MtoPepper the teaching end, the research end.
with coaching, recruiting" As
Keith Beckett
much as he enjoys these. "There
Dr. Beckett is originally from are not many hours left in the day
Erie, Pennsylvania. He received after all that."
both his bachelor's and masters deOn top of everything in his
grees from Indiana University of schedule. DrBeckett is a "new perPennsylvania, and his Ph.D. from son in the tennis area." Not surthe University of Pittsburgh. Beprisingly, he considers himself a
fore coming to the College of "very fitness oriented person."
Wooster, he was a swimming

"1

ar
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WA NT ED
MEN WHO LOVE TO SING

WAYNE AIRES chorus

invites

you--t- o

come and sing harmony

ship

Any men

interested in
playing
intramural
basketball next
semester should
turn rosters in
before the end
of this semester.

AND MEET OUR WINNING QUARTETS
THURSDAY AT B:00 P.M.
FREEDLANDER PARK
CHALET.
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Football over Christmas: Who will be number 1?
Christmas Break will soon Jbe
upon us. For most people, college
football is over. But for those select few, it is not. They will be
playing football over the holidays.
And with only one undefeated team
in major college football going
into the bowl games,
the big question that
will be answered by
New Years night is who
is number one? ..
At the top of the polls
right now is the University of Colorado. They
have never been ranked
C.J.
number one or won a
national championship.
They play number five Notre
Dame in the Orange Bowl. They
decide their own destiny; if they
lose all hell breaks loose.
There can possibly be six teams
with just one loss after New Years
day. Notre Dame, Colorado, Miami, Alabama, Michigan, Nebraska, Arkansas and Tennessee are all
candidates for the big trophy.
So if Colorado loses, who gets
it? At first glance you have to say
Notre Dame because they defeated
the number one team in the nation. But what about Miami? If
they win and Colorado loses, they
have claim to the national crown
as well because they beat Notre
Dame soundly.
I might just puke if Miami wins
the national title. They play the
lamest schedule in the land for a
top ten team and they lost to an
inferior Florida State team. Besides, I just don't like them.
If Alabama wins and Colorado
loses, they have a chance, but they
just lost to Auburn last week and

they have to beat that Miami team.
Bo Shembechler has an excellent
chance to win his first national
title this year. Michigan's only
loss was a first game loss to Notre
Dame. They have yet to be really
challenged since they play South- -

So The

Way I
See

It

MITCHELL
ern Cal in the Rose Bowl for the
second consecutive year.

Arkansas and Tennessee have
way outside chances of getting the
national title. They play each other and I think it would have to
blow out either way for one of
them tovhave a chance. Nebraska
is also on the outside fringe. Besides, the only way they can win it
is if Colorado loses, and they already lost to Colorado.
So now you know all of the candidates. If Colorado loses who
would you choose?
Who do I want? Well, follow
my scenario. If Colorado loses and
Michigan wins, Michigan will be
the national champs. But if Notre
Dame wins and Michigan loses,
Notre Dame will be the champs.
However, if Colorado loses and
Michigan loses and Alabama totally blows out Miami(Fla.), Alabama will be the champs.
And let me make something perfectly clear. Miami should not win

the national championship under
any circumstances. I remind you
that they play the weakest schedule
of all top ten teams,
Sound silly? Well it is. It's
complicated and it happens almost
every year when there is not a clear
cut winner. , Remember
when BYU won it?
So people have said that
it would not be a bad idea
f if the NCAA instituted a
playoff system like Division II or Division III.
Therefore, we're talking
about adding another three
games to a season that is
too long already. Besides,
we would have to say bye bye to
the SuperAmerica Ivory Soap Patriot Bowl that nets each team one
million dollars. (I know it is outrageous, but bowl games have
reached such disgusting proportions).
How should we decide the national champ and aviod all of this
mess? Well, every year a computer somewhere computes power ratings for every Division I football
team. It uses wins, losses, schedules, opponent's records, and opponent's schedules. Maybe we
should use the power ratings. It
makes sense.
Right now sports writers decide
who wins, not even the coaches.
Shouldn't the coaches know who
the number one team is? Think of
that. Sports writers like me deciding the national champs. Scary.
I will be watching on New Years
day, hoping the the hoods of Miami lose and somehow Notre Dame
or Michigan can pull it off.

The Wooster Voice
is willing to run

personalsclassifieds.

Students can send
messages to friends, or advertise something for
sale, or an extra space in a program house,
or just about anything.

Students who are interested in running a personal
classified
should contact The Wooster Voice office (ext. 2757).

Basketball: Riebe led scoring
continued from page 14
solation game.
Riebe continued to have the hot
hand as he led all scorers with 23
points including four of six from
three-poirange. Aukamp played
one of his finest games of the
year, scoring IS and pulling down
eight boards. Stanley was the only
other Scot in double figures dropping in 12 points for the Scots'
nt

cause.

quickness. Hiestand held him to
just 10 points, well under his average, and no offensive rebounds.
But this was not only a game for
the seniors to come through, it
was a total team effort Stan 'the
Man' Aukamp continued his fine
play with IS points and a seven rebound performance. Junior Tim
Soulhcrland also had an excellent
game with 12 points including
two of three from beyond the
three-poistripe. Southerland
also played a great game defensively. "Tim has become our defensive
stopper on the perimeter," says
third year coach, Steve Moore.
Someone was finally able to
cool off Riebe and Stanley. They
scored eight and 10 points respectively. And with Terry Fields out
with a sore knee. Coach Moore
s,
Brian
turned to two
Westbrook.
Eric
and
Both responded well. Buchannan
contributed eight points, two rebounds and two assists while
Westbrook put in two very important free throws and pulled down
an offensive rebound.
WooSter call Hot waste tlrrie savoring this victory, for they have
to battle Grove City at Timken
Gymnasium on Saturday night for
your annual study break. Grove
City, a team that Wooster lost to
last year, plays an aggressive
physical game. It should be quite
nt

This was a game in which the
fatigue of Friday night's game
caught up with them as they were
outscorcd 10-- 2 to start the second
half. And the Scots could not recover.

Putting the weekend behind
them, the Scots travelled to Delaware to tango with the. Bishops.
With their football team in attendance looking for some kind of
satisfaction, the Scots were able to
weather the storm of a OWU
comeback and hold on for a 9
victory.
In a big game like this you turn
to the seniors for leadership and
senior
Matt Hiestand
was there to answer the call Hiestand had 16 points to lead the
Scots with 10 of ll in free throw
shooting and five clutch rebounds.
But despite his offensive performance, Hiestand's defensive assignment was OWLTs Mark Slay-maa Division I caliber post man
that stands 68" with tremendous
71-6-

co-capta-

in

n,

.

first-year-

a contest

SAFEWALK WILL
CONCLUDE ITS
SERVICES FOR THIS
SEMESTER ON FRIDAY,
DECEMBER 8.
OPERATIONS WILL
RESUME MONDAY,
JANUARY 8.
HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

Bu-chann-an

